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StihlStihl Chain Saw Maintenance Chain Saw Maintenance 

and Operationsand Operations

After using any of the gas powered saws, After using any of the gas powered saws, 

proper restoration and service is a must.  proper restoration and service is a must.  

The chain saws must be:The chain saws must be:

–– DisassembledDisassembled

–– Cleaned Cleaned 

–– Readjusted and serviced prior to the next use.Readjusted and serviced prior to the next use.



Disassemble the sprocket housing (shown Disassemble the sprocket housing (shown 

below) by removing both nuts and lifting off below) by removing both nuts and lifting off 

the cover.the cover.



Loosen the chain tensioning screw Loosen the chain tensioning screw 

and remove the bar and chainand remove the bar and chain



Using an air hose or clean rag, Using an air hose or clean rag, 

thoroughly clean the sprocket and thoroughly clean the sprocket and 

surrounding areas.surrounding areas.



Check the bar and chain for damage such Check the bar and chain for damage such 

as: Worn or missing teeth, burrs on the as: Worn or missing teeth, burrs on the 

guide bar or a bent guide bar.guide bar or a bent guide bar.



Wipe the bar and chain clean and prepare to Wipe the bar and chain clean and prepare to 

reinstall.  Ensure the cutter teeth on the chain are reinstall.  Ensure the cutter teeth on the chain are 

facing forward on the top of the bar.facing forward on the top of the bar.



Reinstall the Chain and CoverReinstall the Chain and Cover

Make sure the chain teeth are seated in the Make sure the chain teeth are seated in the 
sprocket and along the full length of the guide sprocket and along the full length of the guide 
bar.bar.

Slightly tighten the guide bar adjustment to hold Slightly tighten the guide bar adjustment to hold 
the chain and bar in place during cover the chain and bar in place during cover 
reinstallation.reinstallation.

Replace the cover and lightly tension the nuts.  Replace the cover and lightly tension the nuts.  
Adjust the chain tension until the chain can be Adjust the chain tension until the chain can be 
lifted approximately 1/8" from the guide bar lifted approximately 1/8" from the guide bar 
track.  Securely tighten the cover nuts.track.  Securely tighten the cover nuts.



Adjust Chain TensionAdjust Chain Tension



Proper Chain TensionProper Chain Tension



Check Fuel/Oil MixCheck Fuel/Oil Mix



Check the Bar Chain OilCheck the Bar Chain Oil



Maintenance CheckMaintenance Check

After reassembly, run the saw for several After reassembly, run the saw for several 

minutes and check chain tension and minutes and check chain tension and 

proper operation.proper operation.

If chain tension requires readjustment, If chain tension requires readjustment, 

slightly loosen the cover nuts and tension slightly loosen the cover nuts and tension 

as previously described.  Securely tighten as previously described.  Securely tighten 

the cover nuts after adjustment.the cover nuts after adjustment.



Final ChecksFinal Checks

Before restoring on the apparatus:Before restoring on the apparatus:

Restore the choke to full on, Restore the choke to full on, 

The throttle to on and lock The throttle to on and lock 

Depress the compression release (036 Depress the compression release (036 

only)only)

Ensure the chain brake handle is in OFF Ensure the chain brake handle is in OFF 

position.  Pull toward handle.position.  Pull toward handle.

Replace the protective chain coverReplace the protective chain cover



Choke/Throttle in Correct PositionChoke/Throttle in Correct Position



Compression Release DepressedCompression Release Depressed



Chain Brake Pulled Back (OFF)Chain Brake Pulled Back (OFF)


